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Abstract

With the construction of the Advanced Laser Interferometer Gravitational-Wave

Observatory (aLIGO) and Advanced Virgo, the Gravitational-wave (GW) community will

have the exciting opportunity to make the first direct detection of gravitational waves in

advanced detector era. With numerical relativity providing waveforms from an

increasingly large part of the Binary Black Hole (BBH) parameter space, it has become

a very promising candidate for that first detection. This study focuses on searching for

BBH signals in NINJA-2 (Numerical Injection Analysis-2) data using a compact binary

coalescence (CBC) search pipeline. The NINJA-2 project is a collaboration between

GW data analysis and numerical relativity communities to use the latest numerical

waveforms to compare the performance of different data analysis algorithms. Latest

NINJA-2 data sets include one Gaussian data set and one actual detector data set,

which is recoloured to get the early aLIGO sensitivity. These data also use the latest

NINJA-2 waveforms (arXiv:1201.5319) to simulate real signals to test the search

pipelines. We are employing the CBC matched filtering pipeline, with coherent analysis

and signal-based vetoes, to search for BBH signals in both of these data sets. The two

data sets will provide an important opportunity to test the effect of non-Gaussianity and

non-stationarity of real data on the detection efficiency of our search pipeline. We will

show how the coherent analysis of triggers improves the significance of real signals by

using their amplitude and phase consistency across the different detectors..
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One of the main objectives of the NINJA project [4] is to test signal search and

parameter estimation algorithms against Binary Black Hole (BBH) merger waveforms

derived from Numerical Relativity (NR). Indeed, the second such data set, NINJA2, was

constructed by injecting simulated signals into simulated LIGO and Virgo strain data,

which are Gaussian and stationary noise with initial LIGO and Virgo power-spectral

densities (PSDs), respectively. The simulated waveforms were submitted by several NR

groups.

In NINJA1 [1], the waveform submission policy did not pose any restrictions for the NR

modelers. NINJA2, however, imposes tighter requirements to ensure more quantitative

conclusions from the project. These requirements are that:

• the NR waveforms are obtained for greater than 5 orbits;

• hybrid NR--post-Newtonian waveforms are long enough so that they can be simulated

down to 8 Mʘ, turning on at 35 Hz;

• the waveforms are for non-spinning systems or for aligned or anti-aligned spin 

systems.

The figure on the left shows

the scheme of the LIGO-

Virgo data analysis pipeline

used to search for compact

binary coalescences (CBC)

signals. It performs a

coincident search in the first

stage, followed by the

coherent stage [2]. The

coincident stage checks for

the consistency of signal

parameters, e.g., the arrival

times and the component

masses, of the signal in the

different detectors.

The first stage of the data analysis

pipeline match-filters the strain data

from multiple detectors using templates

constructed from CBC waveforms, such

as of the effective-one-body-NR

(EOBNR). Let h represent a template for

the left-circular polarization component

of a waveform. Then the matched-filter

output of the data of a detector with that

template is denoted as .

The Signal-to-Noise-Ratio (SNR),  is

its magnitude. We can use these single

detector SNRs to construct the

coincident detection statistic.

 , iC s h e  

In addition to the coincident stage of the ihope pipeline there is a follow-up coherent

stage which checks for the phase consistency of the signal. This stage of the pipeline

only runs on the triggers that found in the coincident stage. For the triple coincident

triggers in triple detector time, coherent stage assigns coherent SNR.

Results 

Figure 1: The horizontal axis shows time in units of M and the vertical axis shows the real part of the (l,m) = (2,2)

component of the dimensionless wave strain.

Figure 3: Noise curves for early aLIGO and

advanced Virgo. Latest NINJA-2 data sets were

created using these noise curves.

Figure 2: A schematic diagram of the LIGO-Virgo data analysis pipeline

[1] used to search for compact binary coalescence signals.[7] H1, L1,

and V1 are the LIGO detectors at Hanford (with 4km arm length),

Livingston, and the Virgo detector in Cascina, respectively.
Figure 4: Effective distance of the Found missed injections as a function of total mass of the BBH system.
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This study analyses the recent NINJA-2 Gaussian data set by employing CBC ihope

pipeline with EOBNR and EOBNRv2 waveforms. The data set contains the latest public

Binary Black Hole (BBH) NR waveforms as simulated signals in early advanced

LIGO/Virgo noise curves. The template bank consists BBH waveforms from minimum

total mass 25 Mʘ to maximum total mass 100 Mʘ. The minimum individual mass of the

binary is set to 5 Mʘ.

The ihope pipeline uses different combinations of matched filter output and chi-squared

values as the detection statistic to improve the detection efficiency. Since the highmass

searches can have signals with very small number of cycles, most of the times signal

based vetoes like chi-squared discriminator doesn’t work as good as for short

templates. Therefore in highmass searches we divide our triggers in to two bins

depending on their template durations. Then we assign new SNR or effective SNR

accordingly. This new statistic is know as highstat. Highstat showed the best

performance compare to other statistics in recent highmass searches.
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Figure 5: Left: Found missed injections using EOBNR templates. Right: Found missed Injections using EOBNRv2

templates. Blue starts represents the found injections with zero False Alarm rate (FAR). Circles represents the injections

found with non-zero FAR. Color bar show the combined FAR for found injections triggers. Red crosses represent the

missed injections.

Figure 6: Left: Injection finding efficiency for the Hanford LIGO detector as a function of distance. Right: Accuracy of

recovered end time.
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